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Money Wagon HELP
GAME DESCRIPTION
General Information
- Money Wagon is a 5x3 videoslot with moderate volatility, 25
paylines and 2 amazing rounds of FreeSpins and Money Respins.
The Freespins have Mega symbols on reels 2, 3 and 4. In the game
you can win 3 incredible Jackpots: Mini – 30x bet, Major – 100x bet,
Mega – 1000x bet.
- The theoretical RTP for this game is 94.57%

Symbols
- There are 11 symbols, 4 high-paying, 4 low-paying, a Wild and 2
Scatters.
Payouts
- The payouts are made according to the Paytable.
- The game will always choose the longest payline.
- There can be multiple winning paylines in a single spin.

Free Spins
- Reel 1, 3 and 5 can have Scatter Symbols.
- Getting 3 Scatter Symbols awards 5 Free Spins.
- Getting another set of 3 Scatter Symbols during the Free Spins
awards 3 more Free Spins each time.
- During the Free Spins the middle reels become a MegaBlock.
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Money Game
- All the reels can have a Cash Symbol on them.
- Getting at least 6 Cash Symbols will trigger the Money Game.
- During the Money Game, you will have 3 free spins and any Cash
Symbol that lands on the reels will remain there for the rest of the
Money Game. When at least one new Cash Symbol lands on the
reels, the remaining Money Game spins counter resets to 3.
- If you get 15 Cash Symbols you will be awarded with the Mega
Jackpot (1000x) as a bonus.
- The Money Game ends when you run out of spins or when you get
the Mega Jackpot. The total win is the sum of the values from the
Cash Symbols.
Gamble
- You can gamble any normal win that is not higher than 40x
- You must guess the right color (Black or Red). If you guess right,
your wager is doubled and if you guess wrong your wager becomes
0.
- The maximum win from the Gamble Game is 80x

HOW TO PLAY
Play Mode and Balance
- The game can be played in either FUN or REAL mode.
- In fun mode, you are playing just for fun with play money. In real
mode, you are playing with real money from your balance.
- Your balance is shown in the BALANCE box both in fun and real
mode
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Play Mode and Balance
- This game is played with a fixed number of paylines.
- To set the bet amount, use the “-“ and “+” buttons from Change
Bet option in the bottom bar.
- Press SPIN button to start a game round at the current bet value.
- Press on SPACE bar button also starts a game round.

Auto Spins Mode
- To select the number of AUTO SPINS, click the AUTO button near
the SPIN button from the bottom bar. Select START AUTOPLAY to
spin until a feature is triggered.
- You can stop the AUTO SPINS earlier by clicking the STOP button.
- The number of Auto Spins Left are shown on the Bottom bar
information area.
- STOP IF BALANCE DECREASES BY – the user can set a stop event
triggered by a multiplier of his bet. If his balance decreases more
than this multiplier x bet, the autoplay stops.
- STOP IF BALANCE INCREASES BY – the user can set a stop event
triggered by a multiplier of his bet. If the balance increases more
than this multiplier x bet, the autoplay stops.
- STOP ON ANY WIN – if during the autoplay, the game awards a win,
the autoplay stops.
- STOP IF A SINGLE WIN EXCEEDS – if a single win exceeds a value of
a multiplier x the users bet, than the autoplay will stop.

Turbo Mode
- By clicking TURBO button from the bottom bar near the SPIN
button, you switch Turbo Mode on or off. When Turbo Mode is on,
some win animations and sounds are skipped and the reels spin
faster.

Disconnections and Malfunctions
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- If you are disconnected from the Internet during the REAL game,
log in to the casino again. Once you have reopened the game, you
will be able to continue your game from the point where you got
disconnected.
- Any malfunction voids all pays and plays.
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